
7 
Characteristics 

of a Strong Family 
Appreciation.  

The members of strong families frequently and spontaneously show support, respect, and 

appreciation for each other. Strong families believe that family members of all ages matter. All 

members are loved, recognized, and cared about. This is not to suggest that families should never 

disagree. There are times when family members truly dislike one another’s actions and attitudes. 

What is important is to balance the negative times with expressions of appreciation.  

Catch them being good, and let them know that you are aware and appreciate their efforts. Have 

you noticed your children carrying out their assigned responsibilities? Did you let them know? Set a 

goal of appreciation to your children or spouse at least once a week when you catch them being 

good. Another way of showing appreciation is to give your family time and attention. Physical 

expressions of affection, love, and appreciation are important. Much is conveyed through a hug, a 

kiss, or a pat on the back. 

1. 

2. Democratic Decision-Making.  

Strong families are democratic in their planning and decision making. 

It is important to involve all members of the family in making family decisions. There is no better 

way  for children to learn to be effective decision-makers than to be a part of the process. Having a 

say in the planning and decision-making brings with it a commitment to the plan or goal and 

cooperation in carrying it.   

Children are more likely to carry out their responsibilities (such as  chores) if they have some choice 

in what those responsibilities are and can see where these particular tasks fit in the big picture. 

Teenagers are more willing to go along on a family vacation if they have some say in planning where 

to go and what to do.  

Try a family meeting  The family meeting is an open discussion that  gives every member of the 

family an opportunity to express opinions and ideas, and most important to be listened to.  

3. 
Flexibility and Openness to Change.  

One characteristic of caring parents and healthy families is that they can handle change when it 

happens.  Children change quickly from one stage to another. Adults never stop growing and 

changing. The world around us never stands still. A family whose pattern has become too rigid won't 

be able to cope with crisis or other changes. 



Communication. 

Strong families communicate frequently, openly, and clearly.  Family members do a lot of sharing of 

themselves:  their feelings, hopes, dreams, fears, joys, sorrows, experiences, and needs.  Whether 

we are aware of it or not, we are always communicating.  We communicate in many ways;  by our 

words, with our bodies, and by our behavior. 

It is especially important to make time to talk about these kinds of personal matters. Deliberately 

turn off the 1V for an hour or so. Talk while riding in the car or while performing household chores 

or before bedtime. Improved communication will pay dividends in effective family living today and in 

teaching children to live more effectively tomorrow in the world beyond the home. 

Shared Values. 

Values help provide direction and meaning to life.  They are like a compass you can trust.   

Children learn about values in small doses everyday, in the process of growing up. For this process to 

work effectively, the parents must have ideals of one kind or another. Parents have to know what 

they expect of their children and how to communicate this to the children clearly.  This takes a lot of 

careful parental work spending time with children, showing interest in them, listening, guiding, 

encouraging, disapproving, and occasionally becoming very serious and firm. 

An 18 year old girl gave an example of how this works in describing the family she grew up in:  “My 

parents passed on to us a meaningful set of values. Our lives are filled with family rituals, family 

phrases, and family tasks. We have a family style, a distinctive way of doing things." 

Family rituals and traditions are important expressions of family values and help families stay 

together. What rituals and traditions does your family follow? How did they develop? What do they 

mean to you? What part do they play in your family life? 

Quality Time Together. 

Strong families, by and large, are active and busy.  Adults and children have many interests and 

involvements out the family,  yet they also have a strong commitment to their own family. They 

recognize the benefits and pleasures they gain from time and activities together. They know they 

have contributions to make to the family and its members, and feel obligated to do so. They value 

the family bond and make efforts to preserve time together for family activities and interaction.  

By spending pleasant, positive time together, families build up a reserve of good feelings.  When 

trouble comes, it is shared with the family and resolved.  If the problems are not balanced by shared 

pleasures, people may, over time, associate family life with unpleasant instead of pleasant things. 

Connections with Others. 

Strong families are very much involved in the community.  They have ties with relatives and others 

outside the family. They have many interests-recreational, athletic, artistic, and  educational.  Building 

and maintaining supportive relationships between family members and others in the community 

helps families cope with stress and crisis. 

Contacts and connections with informal networks of relatives, neighbors, and friends are particularly 

important. Everyone needs social supports from someone outside of the family to handle stress and 

crises.  
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